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FROM GENRE 
TO GENRE 

Image Transactions in 
Contemporary Canadian Art 

R on Terada is a Vancouver -based artist who Johanne Sloan 
somet i1nes makes pa inti ngs (he is equally recog-

n ized for maki ng scu lptural installat ions and 

photo -based concep tual projects.) T he 

"Jeopardy" series of paintings he executed in the 

years 1999- 2000 have metic ulously crafted 

coloured surf aces built up of many layers of pig-

men t. Terada's pa inti ngs are often referred to as 

"tnonochromes," as if they were single-colour 

abstract paint ings. But wh ile the artist's com 1nit -

1ne nt to refined coloura tion migh t have resulted 

in abs tract arrv.•orks, his paintings are instead 

en livened by lines of block -like writ ing. Jeopardy 

Painting (General Richard Montgomery ... ), fro1n 

1999, for instance, is a peacock -blue canvas with 

text that reads: "General Richard Montgo1nery 

was killed 31 December 1775 leading a hopeless 

attack on this Canadia n city." This sentence was 
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lifted from the long -running television game show Jeopardy!: wh at appears on 

Terada's canvas is thus one of the answers that flash up momentarily on millions 

of TV screens, the show's well-known gi1nmick being that vieV11ers (and contest 

ants) are supposed to provide the 1nissing question. This is an American television 

program, of course (even if a rando1n clue refers to a bit of Canadian histo1y, such 

as the American 1nilitary 's failed attempt to capt11re Quebe c C ity in the eigh

teenth century) but the long-running program has been available in Canada for so 

long that it arguably no longer qualifies as an i1nported product. Jeopardy! is 

merely part of a familiar , everyday televisual world of long -runners and re-runs , 

which fi.u1ctions as a kind of stable ground against which newer, more specialized, 

or more local prograins are presented. 

So what do these frag1nents of televisual text signify when they reappear in this 

mat1ner, detached from their original context at1d relocated within the conte1n

plati ve space of modernist -looking abstract paintings? There is certainly a great 

deal of humour in these artworks, but there is also something uncai1ny about 

Terada 's Jeopardy paintings. The fainiliar features of the game show are distorted, 

the ephemeral imagery acquires 1naterial heft, and in their painted incarnation , 

the statements now seem to emat1ate from somewhere else. 

Terada 's art practice is idiosyncratic and original in many ways, but this 

ai·tisc's inte rface V11 ith pop culture is hardly unique. In the Canadiai1 art 1nilieu, 

as is true of the international situation, conte1nporary artists have no qualms 

about their ability to borrow, quote, paraphrase, appropriate, sample, and so on 

fro1n every aspect of pop culture. Given the ease with which the present -day 

generation of artists incorporate TV shows, games, movies, advertise1nents, and 

other such material into their artwork, it could be argued that we should now 

regard art as so1nething that is embedded in an expanded field of visual culture. 

Visual culture 1night then be w1derstood as a capacious cultural category, filled 

with diverse kinds of imagery and visual practices, some of V11hich happens to be 

ai·t. This definition of visual culture is rather unsatisfactory, though, from a 

methodological point of view. It seems to me that "visual culture" remains a 

worthV11hile concept, but not if it simply designates a wide -open realm, where 

every variety of image coexists, where every kind of visual experience is possible, 

freely available to all. Instead , the value of visual culture as a designation is 

surely that it can help us negotiate the boundaries between different kinds of 

visual objects , practices of representation, and modes of spectatorship. Irie 
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Rogoff has insisted that what is at stake with visual culture is "the constitution 

of a new object of knowledge," something that can only be achieved when it is 

understood that "the field of vision becomes a ground for contestation." 1 

Another point of view on this debate is provided by W. J. T. Mitchell, who urges 

us to regard "visual culture and visual images as 'go-betweens' in social transac 

tions." 2 These comments point to the need for new modes of analysis and inter 

pret ation, to address this cultural configuration. 

Some of the most interesting art practices at present are those that join the 

relentless traffic in images characteristic of contetnporary culture even as they 

1nake us more avvare of the transformative processes at work within the realm of 

the visual. If the typical contemporary artist seems perfectly at ease borrowing 

visual ele1nents from a music video or a tabloid newspaper, this is not to say that 

every instance of pop -cultu r al borrowing is going to be radical or even interesting. 

But some artworks do propose that a social/cultural transaction has been under 

taken: this is evident in Terada 's series of Jeopardy paintings , I have suggested, and 

another striking exa1nple of this negotiation vvith pop culture is the work of 

Canadian artist Lynne Marsh, as in Calling (2000) a DVD projection that shows a 

single female figure moving through a digitally -constructed space reminiscent of 

co1nputer games. Callings syntl1etic spatial environ1nent has become unusually 

evocative, hovvever, in a way that is reminiscent of landscape i1nages produced 

within the terms of visual art. Terada's paintings monun1entalize the fleeting 

visual i1npressions of a television game show, and it is as if the artwork stages a 

confrontation between a TV quiz show and the legacy of abstract painting. Marsh 

has seemingly isolated backgrounds from the fast-paced and often violent narra 

tives of com1nercially produced entertainment, and in chis instance , the fihned 

sequence suggests a showdown between a familiar pop -culture game, and the art 

historical genre of landscape. 

To track such negotiations or transactions across a field of visual culture, I am 

suggesting that the concept of genre is very productive. Genre allows us to discern 

specific codes, conventions, and pictorial formations witl1in particular disciplines 

and cultural industries. Genre proposes a high degree of specificity, ensuring that 

the discussion doesn't resort either to a transcendent category of "art," or to a 

vaguely derogatory category of "pop cultu re." I atn admittedly approaching these 

artworks by Terada and Marsh as an art historian, and I am particularly interested 

in how an art historical genre (abstract painting / landscape art) is trat1sfor1ned 
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when it co1nes up against a pop -cultural genre (the quiz show/computer game). 

The results of these cross-disciplinary, genre-to -genre actions are co1npelling. 

I will return to a more sustained discussion of both these artists , but it is 

important to recognize the genealogy of this question. Over the course of the 

twentieth century, the relationship berv.•een art and pop culture has arisen repeat 

edly in diverse ar·tworks, practices, movements, and discussions. There is a fasci

nating 1920 painting entitled Billboard, for instance, by the renowned me1nber of 

the Group of Seven, Lawren Harris, showing workers installing a lar·ge multi 

coloured billboard. Here, Harris was interacting with the modern, co1nmercial 

ized cityscape, but this subject 1natter was anomalous at tl1e time, and there was 

little in the way of a discursive or theoretical framework for this kind of imagery 

tu1til several decades later. So despite such isolated 1noments, it is in the 1960s and 

70s that the art/pop -culture question really heats up in Canada. In 1963, for 

instance, Joyce Wieland would insert a big comic -like speech bubble, containing 

the words "Howdy Strar1ger" in the middle of a painting called Stranger in Town. 

(The connotations of such things change: today this visual object is likely to 

remind us of the commercial "pop -ups" that punctuate every foray on the 

Internet.) Along with Greg Curnoe, \Vieland's early experi1nents with a "pop" 

sensibility were so1ne of the most striking in Canada, while in Quebec, a distinc 

tive cultural moveinent called "Ti -pop " included contributions fro1n visual artists 

such as PierreAyot and Gilles Boisvert. Canadian and Quebecois pop experiments 

of the 1960s and 70s are unusual (as co1npared with contemporaneous interna 

tional practices) for their degree of politicization. And so Ayot brought the stri 

dent designs of household products and com1nercial signage into his investigation 

of national identity, while Wieland clothed her feminist and ecological interven 

tions in the colourful, plasticky language of cartoons and advertisements. 

The response to this new tendency was occasionally harsh: the Canadian art 

historian Barry Lord, for instance, 1naintained that artists in Canada should 

actively resist the alluring pop style, and not mindlessly succumb to American cul

tttral imperialism. 3 (It is interesting, too, that he criticized not only content and 

subject 1natter, but also style, which is to say the surface appearance and aestl1etic 

effects of pop culture.) Lord's take on this question was informed by his particular 

brand of nationalist/Maoist fervour, but the apprehension he expressed about the 

influence of pop culture was part of a widespread discourse, within Canada and 

elsevvhere, emanating from both right and left poles of the political spectrum. 
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There are vestiges here of the position taken up by the New York critic Clement 

Greenberg dec.c'ldes earlier, whereby avant -garde art was defined as a cultural arena 

that should defiantly resist pop or mass culture, re1naining strong despite the con 

tinual threat of kitsch defilement. 4 

Outside of Canada, U1nberto Eco was ainongst those authors looking at pop 

art more sympathetically. He described how twentieth -century art could be 

understood as a process of trai1slation ai1d migration, moving between extremes of 

high and low culture. Eco's worst -case scenario was a dystopic kind of stasis, a lev

elling out of culture into a universally palatable middle -brow -ness. And so he 

offered the insight that "in pop art kitsch is redeemed," and that pop culture is 

"raised by tl1e artist into a new state of aesthetic dignity. "5 This vocabulary of 

depths and heights, of redemption and raising up, doesn't quite 1nanage to dis

mantle the hierarchical attitude that locates art on top ai1d pop culture at the bot 

tom of a cultural continuu1n. 

The notion tl1at an artist condescends to notice some bit of pop culture detri 

tus, and introduces it into the more sophisticated, more aesthetic.'1ily durable cat 

egory of art, re1nains problematic. Eco's account is indeed symptomatic of the 

1960s, when there was a great deal of anxiety and hand wringing, but also much 

genuine debate, about the "problem" of pop culture vis-a-vis the category of art. 

The postmodern theorizing tl1at arose in the 1980s was 1nore sanguine about this 

relationship, and the artist's gesture of "appropriation" was now endowed with 

great theoretical and aesthetic complexity. 6 Still, the prevailing postmodern atti 

tude was that art could provide a critique of do1ninant systems of representation: 

the pop -culture fragment introduced into a work of ai·t would accordingly be 

deconstructed , and its ideological pretensions laid bare. N either of these posi 

tions seems adequate as a description of the contemporary situation: it doesn 't 

ring true to say that the game shows and computer games referenced by Terada 

and Marsh ai·e "raised ... into a new state of aesthetic dignity," nor is the notion 

of "critique" adequate. 

If we return for a moment to \Vieland's Stranger in Town painting, it certainly 

seems that the cloud -like speech bubble was borrowed fro1n comics as a kind of 

homage, because the artist had recognized a great pictorial invention. Neither did 

\Vieland simply appropriate this con1ic-strip paradig1n. Rather, the distinctive C.C'lf

toon logic of tl1e speech bubble is altered when it meets the history of painting. 

Wieland's painting shows additional white shapes that seem to be coming into 
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existence here and there throughout the painting, as if the speech bubble vvere an 

alien life fonn, virally reproducing and colonizing the otherwise abstracted shapes 

and carefully blended colours of the painting. The artwork thus stages an 

encounter between different modes of representation. Is this acco,nplished in 

order to assert the pri1nacy of art as cultural fonn, as discourse? Or does this kind 

of project speak to a different attitude vis-a-vis the impact and signific.wce of pop 

culture? It is interesting to consider how the legacy of pop art was regarded by 

Dick Hebdige, writing in 1988, which is to say, at the height of the postmodern 

moment. Hebdige argued that the most radical insight of pop art was that "popu 

lar culture and mass-produced imagery are worthy of consideration in their own 

right." 7 The art practices of Terada and Marsh are exe1nplary in this respect 

because it is evident that so1nething complex and meaningful results from the 

confrontation with pop culture. 

Ron Terada and the Televisual 

Terada has gone through a lot of trouble to ensure that his language paintings can 

be compared to the monuments of twentieth -century abstract art; up close one 

can see that they are by no means slap-dash applications of a single colour, but 

instead, that the surfaces are built up out of 1nany layers of paint, resulting in 

remarkable effects of transparent colour. It has often been noted that Terada's 

paintings are structured according to a basic contrast or conflict. Christopher 

Brayshaw has written that the paintings "link two aesthetic forms often consid 

ered incompatible. One is the 1nonochro1ne-a virtual e1nble1n of modernist 

abstraction's stately withdrawal fro1n the vvorld. The other is text culled fro1n a 

wide variety of pop -cultural sources: Artforum gallery ads, newspaper personal 

ads, and high school yearbook quotations. "8 The idea that Terada's artworks com 

bine "two aesthetic fonns" is not quite right, hovvever, because the textual frag

ments gleaned from everyday sources are not aesthetic configurations in their ovvn 

right. Indeed, it is precisely their marginality as cultural texts and their 11011-

aesthetic identity that is so striking. 

\Y/e might say that to create these vvorks Terada reached into the back

catalogue of both twentieth -century TV shovvs, and painting styles. The kind 

of abstract painting Terada is reimagining here is monochrome painting, which 

is a sub -category of colour -field painting, otherwise known as post -painterly 
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abstraction-a movement chat flourished in the U.S. as well as in Canada in the 

1950s and 60s. Barnett New1nan and Morris Louis are some of the key Americans, 

while it can be said that this form of abstraction was truly a cross-Canada phenom 

enon, including Guido Molinari and Yves Gaucher in Quebec, Ronald Bloore and 

other me1nbers of the Regina Five group, and on the \Vest coast, Michael Morris, 

and Roy Kiyooka. While there are certainly differences between the individual art 

practices mentioned above, the colour -field project sought to eliminate recogniza 

ble imagery and figure-ground relationships, pushing aside illusions of spatiality 

and perspective, and crucially, dispensing with narrative content. And if these 

paintings are deemed "post-painterly," chis is to differentiate them from the the 

atrical gestures and painterly flourishes characteristic of other branches of abstract 

painting. Instead, the colow·-field painters de-e1nphasized the brushstroke, the 

mark of the hand, and the sense of a direct link to an individual psyche. What this 

left was the unadulterated potency of colour, shape, and co1nposition. In some 

accounts, modern art reached a climax with this permutation of abstract paint 

ing-a rectangular shape enclosing a refined blaze of colour. This is an important 

episode in the history of modern art in Canada, and yet it has been institutionally 

overshadovved, not least by the earlier Group of Seven artists. It is also true chat the 

once-heroic history of abstract painting has been largely neglected by a contempo

rary art world fixated on issues of representation. But Terada's paintings nonethe

less do resonate art -historic.-tlly in ve1y Canadian tenns. 

To some artists and critics at the time, and for subsequent generations, that 

kind of pared -dovvn monochromatic painting came to symbolize the high-

1nodernist withdrawal fro1n material, social, and historical realities. (It's the ocher 

extreme from the apparent capitulation to pop culture and everyday life charac 

teristic of the pop art impulse.) Recently, Mark Cheethain has considered the 

legacy of this art historical phenomenon, describing hovv eventually, "abstraction 

and especially the monochrome became, not special areas of competence, but 

rather experiments, infections, contagions. "9 This is to say that the 1nodernist 

desire to achieve a "pure" form of painting was short -lived, and indeed this ambi

tion was deliberately under1nined by subsequent generations. While Cheetham 

doesn't 1nention Terada, his book points to an ongoing dialogue with this highly 

charged episode in the histo1y of tv.•entieth -century art. And as Kitty Scott 

remarks about Terada's Jeopardy series, "while each painting literally produces ai1 

answer, each appears to ask the ulti1nate riddle: What is painting?" 10 
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The genre of abstract painting C.'lll also be regarded as a twentieth-century 

addition to the distribution of genres within the occidental tradition of art. Some 

of the 1nost long -lived genres were landscape, portrait, and still-life, while the 

powerful academies of art ensured th at the didactic power of the "history paint

ing" genre was valued above all others. It should be noted, all the sa1ne, that the 

history of art is a history of proliferating sub-genres and hybrid genres: we can 

refer to Arcadian landscapes, realist la11dscapes, or surrealist landscapes, for 

insta11ce. Richard \Vrigley has remarked that while the hierarchy of the genres ini

tially appears to be a rigid and conservative system, "yet it only endured because it 

was a11 extremely flexible frainework which vvas capable of diverse applications. " 11 

The advent of 1nodern art is often described as doing avvay entirely with the taxo

nomic logic of genres, but it can be argued that genres never entirely disappeared 

from the artistic imagination, as a "shared syntax" and an invaluable "aesthetic 

code. " 12 And then, abstract painting is arguably one of the few entirely new genres 

to appear in the twentieth century. 

In Terada's work, the sub-genre of mono chro me abstract painting is indeed 

subject to hybridity a11d contagion, and this is quite specifically due to the impact 

of pop culture, which has its own elaborate system of genres. Cer tainly, in the 

real1n of television the concept of genre is indispens able-for scholars, but also for 

industry insiders as well as everyday viewers. Genre is crucial when networks come 

to devise progra1nming, study the ratings, determine ti1ne slots, a11d so on. And as 

Graeme Turner comments, "For the (television) viewer, genre plays a major role in 

how television texts are classified, selected, and understood. "13 So Jeopardy! or any 

other gaine show ca11not be understood in isolation; it takes its place amongst an 

intricately wrought package of televisual entertainment. Zeroing in on the specific 

genre in question, the skill-testing gaine show claims the attention of the televi

sion viewer in distinctive ways. It's very different fro1n watching a drama, cop 

show, soap opera, or sit-coin, because of the absence of narrative momentum, and 

indeed this obviates the need for sustained attention from the television viewer; 

this kind of TV show is often ttuned on while people are doing other things, even 

if the progra1n see1ns to be constantly interpolating the viewer. The intelligibility 

ofTerada's Jeopardy paintings depends on a11 everyday knowledge of televisual 

genres a11d the mode of spectatorship appropriate to this specific genre. And if all 

this seems so1newhat obvious, Williain Boddy has suggested that the television 

quiz show is a peculiarly impenetrable cultural object: "As nearly authorless texts, 
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the quiz show has frustrated traditional auterist and generic 1nethods of analysis 

i1nported fro1n literature and film studies." 14 

What the television viewer sees on his or her screen is a stage, the name of the 

show spelled out in enonnous letters, the game show host standing behind a small 

poditun, and three contestants lined up on one side of the stage, facing a mam-

1noth gridded panel. Occasionally the cainera retreats to show a studio audience in 

attend ai1ce. Day after day, yeai· after year, the format is unchanging: parcels of 

information flash up on a screen, punctuated by the overdetermined glee or dis

appointment of the contestants. Each square on the display board initially indi 

cates a quantity of money, ai1d then flips over to reveal one of those signature 

answers that demand a winning question. At some points during the program, 

these texts will entirely fill the screen: white lettering with drop shadows against a 

brilliant blue field. 

The Jeopardy! ga1ne shovv was first broadcast in 1964 (coincidentally the hey

day of colour -field painting?) and is one of the 1nost successful of all television 

ga1ne shows, and indeed one of the longest -running television progra1ns 1nore 

generally. The ephe1nerality of the originally aired show is an in1portant factor to 

consider, especially now that the back-ca talogue of American television is being 

made available to the public in the for1n of reissued DVDs. (I eai·lier used the term 

"back -catalogue" in relation abstract art, but this term is not commonly used in 

relation to vvorks of art.) The back-catalogue in1plies ai1 archive of half -forgotten 

1nateria l-those hit -parade songs, B-movies, and cancelled TV shows that were 

captivating once, but inevitably were supplanted by the next instalment of atten 

tion -grabbing sounds and pictures. At present, there is evidently a consumer base 

for re-issued episodes of The Mod Squad ai1d for obscure recordi ngs of soul singers 

from th at same sixties decade, but do the thousands of hou rs of Jeopardy! pro

gra1ns constitute part of America's culntral herit age and also deserve a second life? 

Is there a reason why these bygone pop -cultural fragments should be 1nade to flare 

up now, ai1d in a Canadian context? If the game shows and quiz shows broad cast 

in the 1960s, 70s, 80s, and 90s still exist in some material form, does anyone want 

to watch these again, or are they a definitive form of cultural waste? We 1night 

remember Nietzsche's incisive co1nments about people who are unable to live 

fully in the present, because of thei r "ai1tiquariai1" at tachment to the accumulated 

material stuff of history. The proje ct of beco1ning modern subjects was undercut 

by this backward -looking tendenc y, N ietzsche suggested, "We are all suffering 
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fro1n a consun1ptive historic.'ll fever and at least should recognize chat we are 

afflicted with it. "15 

And if these fleeting televisual 1no1nents have become historical fragments, so 

too do the questions themselves often refer to histo1y. Scott Watson has re1narked 

that Terada's paintings demonstrate how "the reductiveness of the Jeopardy ques

tions always lead to partial, myopic landscapes or truncated history. "16 Terada's 

paintings certainly don't impose a coherent historical narrative on these frag

ments, but the "pastness" of the televisual and arc-historical genres does meet in 

the "objecthood" of the painting-and the result is a fonn of historical conscious 

ness. It is crucial chat Terada's paintings are material objects chat, at some point, 

must occupy an aparunent wall, a corporate lobby ... and that a gallery-full of 

Jeopardy paintings becomes an environment within which the visitor is i1n1nersed, 

materially and ten1porally, in an exaggerated here -ai1d-now. 

To some extent, this question of historicity coincides with the Cai1adiai1-ness 

ofTerada's project. Scott remarks on Terada's "sly insertion of Canadiai1 content" 

in the Jeopardy paintings. 17 (Another notable exainple features the evolving career 

of hockey legend \Y/ayne Gretzky.) This could also be said of ai1other group of 

paintings created prior to the Jeopardy series. The so-called Personals paintings 

from 1994-95 also consist of 1nonochromatic expanses of colour with overlaid 

text, but here the words are the kind of personal ad placed in a local newspaper. 

Untitkd (I saw you ... ) 1995 is deep red with lettering chat reads: "r SAW YOU at 

the Ho1ne Depot in Burnaby on Sunday Nov. 13'h. \Y/e stood in same checkout 

line. You are Oriental ai1d beautiful. You were looking at me coo. Phone me at 

5035." (A small phone icon precedes the number.) This is undoubtedly Canadian 

content, with a site-specific dimension, for while the Home Depot hardware store 

in Burnaby might resemble many other big-box stores spread across the continent, 

only chis suburbai1 franchise was the site of chis particular epiphany. 

In fact we have no vvay of knowing whether chis was an actual 1nessage inter 

cepted by the artist, or whether he invented it in accordance with innumerable, 

comparable examples that can be read in ai1y North Americ.'ln city's freebie or 

alternative media. Eicher way, though, Terada calls attention to a distinctive form 

of expression within the contemporaiy urban context, one that communicates 

desire with telegraphic brevity, while also providing spatio -temporal coordinates 

in equally condensed tenns: location, date, ai1d ti1ne of encounter. And then too, 

the message includes a few key references to race, bodily disposition, gesture, and 
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glances exchanged . If the text's first appearance in a classified ad was as ephe1neral 

as those TV-show texts, Terada's strategy of isolating and relocating the message 

calls attention to the pathos of one fateful moment in one person's life. 

Whether or not Terada's Jeopardy paintings overtly reference Canadian subject 

matter, d1ose fragments of text no longer float in a televisual no -place, banished to 

the m argins of culttual history. Terada's painted words on canvas provide a new 

incarnation for words d1at only flashed up briefly on an illuminated screen; nor 

does the genre of abstract painting maintain its hermetic art -historical identity . 

The amalgam of quiz -show detritus and half -forgotten style of painting has 

resulted in a newly invigorated cultural object. 

Lynne Marsh: Landscapes in Play 

The question of genre arises in a different, but equally interesting way in the art 

practice of Lynne Marsh. In works such as Calling (2000), as vvell as in Cowgi,rl e!r 
Future Stories (1998), Venus (1998), and Screeners (2002), looped video or DVD 

projections show single or multiple figures, moving through digitally constructed, 

landscape -like spaces that are reminiscent of co1nputer or video games. Such 

ga1nes are usually replete with textual instructions, prohibitions, and messages 

d1at purposefully conduct the viewer/ player (along wid1 his or her avatar) through 

the virtual space. In Marsh's work , it is as if the usual instructions and stories of 

such gaines have been stripped away, however, allowing the backgrotu1d to e1nerge 

as a newly mysterious space into vvhich the ai·tist then inserts herself Here too I 

want to suggest that a productive cross-disciplinary mingling of genres has 

occurred, as the genre of action -adventure computer ga1nes comes up against the 

venerable art -historic.'11 genre of landscape art. In Marsh's work, this clash of gen 

res beco1nes ai1 aesthetic opportunity, allowing landscape to be re-invented yet 

again, as an art -form positioned at a 1noment of i1npact between technologies, his

torically -specific desires, and the nattual world. 

Marsh 's work Calling features a mottled lunar -like environ1nent, which is 

repeatedly traversed by a single fe1nale figure: this chai·acter is tall, sli1n, and 

dressed in a bright blue ju1npsuit vvith matching headgear ai1d goggles. In the 3.2 -

minute looping DVD projection, she moves towai·ds the picttue plai1e-that is to 

say, towards us-d1en ttirns ai1d retreats towards the horizon -line that defines the 

rear of the fictional space. The figure repeats d1is movement, back and ford1, back 
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and forth , until eventually, she collapses. As with the tu1iverse of co1npucer games 

destined co be re-played ad infinitum, chis apparent expiration or "death" does 

not really signal the end. Rather, the viewer/player is meant to learn the repertoire 

of gestures chat make up the game-in Marsh's case, these are li1nited to chat 

cru1nple to the ground, a miraculous resuscitation, and a rettun co the paced -out 

measurement of the space. 18 The artist hasn't borrowed from or recreated a spe

cific computer game here: it's not chat we can identify this mysteriously denuded 

locale as one of the backdrops in Atari's Cosmic Ark ("the objective is to gather 

specimens fro1n different planets aboard a cos1nic ark, which contains the sur 

vivors from the city of Atlantis") or the best-selling Halo 2 ("a science fiction firsc

person shooter video game"). 19 Nonetheless, Marsh's invented spaces evoke the 

gaming world's fantastic environments-those ever-multiplying sites of action 

and violence-even while the artist's actions put into question what kind of activ 

ity/interactivity is appropriate in such imaginary visual spaces. Lesley Johnstone's 

co1nments about other Marsh works are equally relevant here; the artist manages 

to create "a perfonnacive space based on a set of codified power relacions.' '2° 

In discussing che process of negotiation and transaction undertaken by Marsh 

and Terada, it is important co bring forward the sophisticated theory of reception 

developed within the field of cultural studies. The e1nphasis on reception vvas 

meant as a corrective to the story of mass -produced cultural products thrust onto 

a population, and destined to be passively and w1chinkingly consumed, along with 

whatever ideological content might lie embedded in chose attractive and entertain 

ing products. Stuart Hall 's influential essay "Encoding/Decoding, " which first 

appeared in 1973, introduced the idea of"negociacion" vis-a-vis the consumption 

of movies or television, co suggest both "the legitimacy of hege1nonic definitions" 

bur also the meaning -making cl1ac occtus "at a 1nore restricted, situational (situ 

ated) level,"21 every time a nevv person encounters a part icular pop -cultural object. 

And so an evening's -worth of televisual entertainment will be i1naginatively trans 

fonned, according to specific circwnstances of identity -formation and social posi 

tioning, and according to the desires of chose individual people on the receiving 

end of things. Jolu1 Fiske would lacer argue chat cl1e most ordinary and banal of 

pop -culture images could become an important "site of semiotic struggle. "22 This 

line of chinking has been extre1nely relevant to questions of Canadian (or 

Quebecois) national identity, since 1nost of us conswne vase quantities of .Ainerican 

pop culture, even while cl1e effects of chat conswnption re1nain unclear. 
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In a way, the artworks under cons iderat ion here seem to exemplify chis theo 

retical model of reception. It could be said, in other words, that both Marsh's 

and Terada's artvvorks indicate how a single unit of pop culture can undergo a 

kind of 1netamorphosis once it comes into contact vvith an individual conscious 

ness, an individual social subject. W ith these artworks, we can trace hovv some 

pop -cultural thing enters into the imaginative orbit of an individual consumer. 

The artist would cl1erefore stand in for the viewer, reader, or consumer who 

appropriates that fragment of culture and adapts it to his or her own needs and 

desires. But chis model is only partially useful, as it 's not enough to claim chat 

these artworks merely mi1nic or call attention to a process shared by everyone 

who sits back on their sofa watching TV. The crucial difference is cl1at the artist's 

encounter with pop culture involves a material inter vention, that the pictorial 

forms and historical conventions of art are called upon, and that this practice has 

resulted in a new cultural objec t. And so, while recept ion theory allows us to 

understand how TV shows and computer games can be re-narrativized, equally 

imp ortant is the engagement with style, meditun, 1nateriality, and genre that 

occurs cl1rough these art practices. 

There is a distinctly Canadian resonance to Marsh's sustained attenti on to the 

question of landscape. The landscape genre in Canada has often been institution 

ally positioned and deployed as a means to bolster senti1nents of nationhood, to 

consolidate a sense of collective identity. Recently, this nationalistic agenda, 

togethe r with wha t John O'Brian calls the "predatory desire for wilderness" has 

been subject to 1nuch criticism. 23 Certainly many contemporary artists have been 

anxious to overturn some of the ideological and aesthetic conven tions of tradi 

tional landscape art. And yet, the landscape genre has proven to have tremendous 

vitality as a cultural form, both with in the world of art and across multiple sites 

within pop -culture and commerc ial entertainment. Lynne Marsh's landscape 

aesthetic seems to draw equally from these do1nains. 

The adven ture s featured in co1nputer ga1nes unfold against a series of con 

structed spaces, that can range from familiar -looking tuban scenery to the more 

threatening and otherworldly landscapes demanded by science fiction and fan

tasy genres. The spatial i1nagery appearing on computer screens has apparen tly 

co1ne abou t in a way that has little in co1nmon with the history of landscape 

painting or drawing; it is made not with an accu1nulat ion of brushstrokes or 

dabs of applied pigment, in ocher words, but rather through the technologized 
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manipulation of infor1nation. However, as computer games 1nove towards 

increased realis1n, the pictorial qualities of the virtual worlds owe more and 

more to the traditional representational skills developed by artists, over 1nany 

centuries. The gaining industry has indeed pro1noted the development of spe 

cialized cadres of artist/technicians, including "level artists," "environ1nent 

artists," and "character modellers," whose collective goal is to build up illusion 

ary spaces bit by bit, according to well -established codes of realis1n. 

Comparing Marsh's fictive spaces to today's state -of-the -art games, it is evi

dent that she has not chosen to replicate the high level of finish, lighting, shadows, 

modelling, and texturization that might result in a convincingly realistic style. If 

anything, Marsh's landscapes rese1nble early, pri1nitive for1ns of video games, 

where the object -world as a whole looks suspiciously spongiform and lacking in 

substance. 24 In Marsh's "games," we beco1ne aware that realis1n itself is an espe

cially slippery effect: an illusion of visual 1nastery is promised one minute, but the 

i1nage hovers on the brink of unintelligibility the next. What is the aesthetic value 

of this partially real landsc.'1pe, vve 1night ask? 

Marsh's figures appear in landscapes that are so stripped down and elemental 

looking that they approximate a kind of wilderness. There's practically nothing in 

the way of picturesque detail, something that might suggest the intricacies of plant 

or mineral life, nor is there any anecdotal evidence suggesting the historical build 

up of human settle1nent. It is these starkly outlined figures against a landscape that 

so recall the cartoon -like figure -ground relationship of early computer games, but 

then again, these figures inhabiting rudimentary visual environments rettun us to 

the landsc.'1pe genre at its 1nost basic and structt1ral level. 

The woman who inhabits Marsh's strange and unrealistic space 1noves with pur 

pose, she seems to be looking for sometl1ing or to vvant something, but then sud 

denly she expires. It is precisely this pared -down inscription of 1novement and de

sire onto a (quasi) natural environment that convincingly recalls the history of 

landscape art. Me1norable landscape pictures 1nanage to suggest that nature could 

provide an escape or refuge fro1n collective life, that hwnan history can be meas

tued against the cyclical tetnporality of the nattual world, tl1at the changeable, 

ephemeral forces of nattue can be provisionally stilled. If these qualities are not usu 

ally in play for the teenage kid who sends his avatar roaming and ravaging tl1rough 

a game, Marsh's hybrid landscape pictures reassert those realms of experience. 

Marsh's vvork also re1ninds us, tl1ough, that any incarnation of the landscape 
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genre can be taken seriously as a form of knowledge, positioning the natural 

world in relation to hu1nan histor y, society, and consciousness. And at the sa1ne 

ti1ne, the energy and exhilaration that accompan y the playing of virtual games make 

their way back into the art -histo rical genre of landsc ape . 

Both Ron Ter ada and Lynne Marsh 1nake use of the gaine, and the idea of 

play, to negotiate the relationship between pop cultu re and visual art . I have 

described their artworks as i1nage transactions, and a co1nplex and aesthetically 

challenging process is indeed set in 1notion, while this is accompli shed by 1nixing 

up the rules of the gaine, and the con ventions of the genre(s ). The artists are able 

to capitalize on both the historicity and flexibility of genres. Moving between one 

genre and another across disciplines and pictorial formations is possible because 

those specialized genres are 1nade to morph and adapt. Here is the dynainic energy 

and inventi veness of pop culture, as well as its propensity for newness. At the saine 

ti1ne, the e1nphasis on artistic forms implies tradition, monumentality, and aes

thetic reflection. The hybrid objects that result from these encounters capture the 

very spirit of cultural change. 
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